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DS600-00 Lab table "NTL", mobile

Instructions for assembly

© Fruhmann Gmbh, May 2019

Scope of supply:

1 Shelf - center, narrow

2 Worktop

3 Shelf - center, wide

4 2 pcs Screws

5 2 pcs Side frame with wheels

6 Base plate

7 Bracing plate middle

8 Allen keys

9 4 pcs. Worm screws

For the assembly a suitable screwdri-

ver is required.

1. Place all parts on a cloth to avoid scratching the surfaces of the plates.

Check the completeness of the components.



2. Place the worktop (2) with the pins pointing 

upwards on the floor.

3. Insert the bracing plate (7) with the end-side 

recesses into the small pin of the worktop (2). 

The plate should now be held in standing position.

4. Place the side frame (5) on the worktop so that the small hole on the four-edged bridge 

matches with the small hole on the front side of the bracing plate (7).



6. The second side frame (5) is installed in the 

same way as described at Point 4 and 5.

5. Screw the side frame and the bracing plate tight together.

7. Screw the worm screws of the side frames to the pins of the worktop (2) tightly. For each 

side panel there are two worm screws (as shown by the red arrows on the picture). 

Please use the Allen key (8) which is within the scope of delivery.

8. Now put the table on the wheels.



9. Place the two shelves (1 & 3) in the center of the side frames.

Make sure the rubber bumpers are on the inside of the bridge.

10. Afterwards the base plate (6) is inserted.

Here however the rubber buffers have to be on the outside the bridge.

11. The lab table is now assembled and ready.

If you have done everything right, it should 

look like it is shown on the picture on the right.


